
科目属性　Subject Attribute

科目名  Course Title Advanced Lecture on Statistics for Psychology

単位数  Credit 2

代表教員 Instructor in charge

授業回数　Class frequency

【テーマ・サブタイトル Sub-title】

【講義の目的・内容  Lecture purpose and content】

【学修到達目標 Learning objective】

【講義スケジュール Lecture schedule】

【指導方法 Instructional method】

【事前・事後学習（Supplementary Individual Study）】

【成績評価の方法・基準 Assessment method】

【受講要件　Requirement of attending a lecture】

【テキスト Textbooks】

【参考書 Reference book】

Basic knowledge of statistics is required.

Graduate School, Master's Course, first term

Keiko Kioka

15

Training in advanced quantitative methods for psychological research

Statistical hypothesis testing which have been often used for psychological research is but a starting point. So we learn additional reporting
elements such as effect sizes, confidence intervals, and extensive description that are needed to convey the meaning of the results.
Due to the development of ICT, the amount of human behavioral, psychological, or biological data in our world has been exploding. We will
be required to learn the statistical view for analysing large data sets such as personal histories of learning and healthcare.
In this course, students will understand the statistical theories and models, develop their statistical skills and grapple with the implications
of big data.

The learning objectives in this course are as follows:
(1) Cognitive: to grasp underlying theoretical frameworks and be capable of proving their validity.
(2) Attitude: to put acquired knowledge of a given field deliberately into action.  To be able to respond flexibly even when the plan must be
altered.
(3) Skills: to be able to apply acquired knowledge using the techniques of engineering, and to apply these to practical problems.

01：Review on elementary concepts of statistics
02：Chi-square tests, t tests, and hypothesis testing of correlation coefficient
03：Statistical hypothesis testing and the effect size index d
04：Statistical hypothesis testing and the effect size index r
05：Meta-analysis
06：Regression analysis, multiple regression analysis, and path analysis
07：Item analysis
08：Principal component analysis and factor analysis
09：Exploratory factor analysis
10：Psychological scaling and reliability
11：Confirmatory factor analysis
12：Structural equation modeling
13：Cluster analysis and discriminant analysis
14：Student presentation
15：Revision

This is an interactive lecture-based course. Each class introduce statistical skills and students will be expected to practice and engage
with the related tasks.  Studets are required to submit one page portfolio assessment or to quiz each class.
     At the beginning and end of the semester we will carry out evaluations of particular activities.  Particular activies related to our course
goals will be aimed at developing strengths in communication, problem development and solution, knowledge acquisition, organization, and
self-realization, according to IPA industry-university cooperative practical course evaluation criteria.  Through this course students will be
directed to increase those special activities that will enhance the course goals.

Students will be required to post-learn and pre-learn for a class quiz and one page portfolio assessment.

Grades will be determined, according to the standards set forth by this university's graduate school, by the degree to which course goals
have been attained overall, using the S through D grading scale.  Grades will be determined through an averaging of reports and oral
presentations.  Points will be added for external presentations. 50%: homework tasks and presentations.  50%: quizzes.

Atsushi Osio "SPSSとAmosによる心理・調査データ解析－因子分析・共分散構造分析まで－"　東京書籍



【関連分野・関連科目 Related fields and subject】

【その他 Others】

【リンク　URL Links】

Atsushi Osio "研究事例で学ぶSPSSとAmosによる心理・調査データ解析" 東京書籍

Advanced psychological assessment


